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Waiting for coach Miura make a surprise in the AFC U23 Championship 2016
Vietnam Football

Ha Noi, Vietnam, 12.01.2016, 05:07 Time

USPA NEWS - Almost local experts are not so optimistic about the opportunity of U23 Vietnam Football team in the AFC U23
Championship 2016. But in football, we can say nothing.
In the AFC U23 Championship 2016, U23 Vietnam's in Group D, with Jordan, Australia and UAE. It's the hard group for coach Miura.

Almost local experts are not so optimistic about the opportunity of U23 Vietnam Football team in the AFC U23 Championship 2016.
But in football, we can say nothing.

In the AFC U23 Championship 2016, U23 Vietnam's in Group D, with Jordan, Australia and UAE. It's the hard group for coach Miura.
Jordan is stronger than U23 Vietnam a little more, but all other teams are in a higher level.

Nobody believes the U23 Vietnam can make surprise in this group. But the coach Miura believe that he can take the U23 Vietnam to
the quarterfinals. Does the Japanese teacher has bases to believe in the opportunity of the U23 Vietnam?

Coach Nguyen Thanh Vinh has the analytical expertise to identify opportunities of the U23 Vietnam: "As I saw the national team and
U23 team of coach Miura, we uphold the safety and use counter-attack style in playing. In my opinion, this is the right choice of coach
Miura, especially in this tournament, U23 Vietnam is the weakest team in the group. The issue is how the U23 Vietnam will play
counter-attack style to create a surprise.

Although U23 Vietnam team has many of HAGL players this time, it's not easy for Miura to use U19 Vietnam playing style. U23
Vietnam needs to do something very dogged, pragmatic to finish each game one by one. Football is very harsh and the U23 Vietnam
must be familiar with the harshness, instead of thinking about beautiful game as U19. "

"Miura coach will know how to do this. Because when he believe that he can take the U23 Vietnam to the quarterfinals, the Japanese
teacher based on professional considerations," coach Thanh Vinh emphasized.

Article online:
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